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Abstract

One of the pillars of establishing broadcasting in Nigeria is that of national integration arising from the diverse aRd JI
homogenous nationalities in the country. With over two hundred and fifty ethnic nationalities and over three hundred and
fifty languages, Nigeria obviously is faced with a lot of challenges in terms of integration and bringing the people ofNigetiia
10 work for a common goal. Broadcasting in Nigeria is now regionalized with every region catering for the interest of its
people 10 the detriment of bringing the multi-cultural populace with a unifying focus. Broadcasting stations on their own
have been attempting to bridge the gap of ethnicity by ensuring that no ethnic group is left out in their operations and to
ensure that el'cry' interest is protected. It is I/O longer news that most broadcasting stations I/oW broadcast more in
indigenous languages as a way of integrating their diverse audience. We have also seen the establishment of some
broadcasting stations whose specialty is to broadcast only in the people's language. The federal broadcasting stations have
been on the fore-front of ensuring the unity of the entire station through broadcasting. Although the state broadcasting
stations may not achieve like the national stations as a result of differences in philosophies of establishment, they do have
been able to cater for the diverse ethnic groups in their domain. The focus of this paper therefore, will be to look into how
the issue of national integration in Nigeria has fared with a I'iell" to ascertaining the strength and weaknesses of using
broadcasting ill bridging the gap of diversity with a dell' to finding out the challenges and prospects of broadcasting stations
ill achieving vile of their cardinal objectives. It is expected that the political objectives of establishing broadcasting in
Nigeria will be re-examined with a !'iell' to making suggestions 011 how to improve on the existing rules.

Introduction ..•

Communication and culture are intertwined, This lies in the fact that they are relevant to the

proper functioning and relationships of the different groups within the society. In this sense, the

various ethnic groups can be brought together in common understanding of their differences,

uniqueness and similarities particularly through broadcasting, This art of sharing and exchanging of

information. ideals and meanings which communication is. is one unique attribute of humans

especially when considering the use of verbal and non-verbal (gesture) communication cues as means
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Communication maintains and animates life. It is also the motor and
expression of social actiVities and civilization; if leads people atUJpeo"les '
from instinct to inspiration, through varieg~ed processes and systems oJ
enquiry to command and control; it creates a common pool of ideas,
strengthens tht fkUngs of togelltemess"hrougll exduJnge of messages; and '
tra~s.lo.te$lh(l.ughlinto action, reflecting every motion and need from the
humbLest task of human survival to supreme manifestation' of creativity or '
destruction.

of achieving this exchange.Agba (2002, p. 247) states that, "communication is also an id~logical or
, - ;nr/jL;I'

cultural creation. Meanings are. understood within the context of. a people's taste, values, norms. ao,d

philosophy generally". The MacBride's Commission of 1981 defines communication thus:

- " !, .. . i· ~ ;-1<.::lj ;

Communication is very paramount to societal survival. No society exists withoUt aD
adequate communication system to hold it together. It is an interaction process through which p'er's0nS
or groups relate to each other and share information, experiences and culture. the whole esse~ceof'

communication, however, is to meet the information needs of the people hence; communication is "iirit
an end itself. It is the elemental social process on which another social process depends-as a social

technique. Without commanieation-there are no inter-stimulations among people; people will ~,~~

common meanings of things, andthere will be no action that could provide information.

Due to the expansion of societal needs, the usage of communication at the interpersonal revel

further expanded to accommodate mass communication; hence today the~ is' ~swas

communication as the dissemination of messages through the mass media of comm"ni£ation to a

large, diverse and heterogeneous audience. Defleur and Dennis (1991) see masscommunicatlotl,~.~fa

process in which professional communicators use the mass-media to disseminate messages widelY,

rapidly and continuously to arouse intended meanings in, large and diverse audiences in ~,to

influence them in a variety of ways". Okunna (1999, P: 7) says that "it cannot take place ina f~:ID-

face situation because its audience is usually scattered". And of the various tools <of,;p1aSs

communication is the electronic or broadcast media which concerns itself with the disseJIlill~~ql).I)Y

electronic means of messages via the air-waves. f ,- ,-~

The whole essence of broadcasting therefore is to create a forum for the immediate and

continued exchange of commonalities and meanings in communication as a way of achieving the
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_t· _ __t. • _ ' _ Ii !', ,.

individuals', communities' and national communication needs. This, in turn, is expected to bring
:".~; "" \'1' ·r::_';l.~;i: ,0':" ;:.' r, "'. . _ _ _ , .'
about integration especially in a multicultural society like ours in Nigeria.

The broadcast media of which radio is an intrinsic part was designed to be a companion,
'! ,-

sharing usefulinformationthat.could help knit the fabric of society closer as well as promote socio-. -- . - - . . . , . : .:- ~ - \ \.: . '

cultural, economic cU~'~litieal gains for the people. Due to thisall .•important factor the broadcast
;,-.,.,' '.t '" ~,-" .,~ ~,,';':I :,' , ".~_;c, '. I.

media are seen as \veritable,tOOls -required in the mobilization of ..ail, members of the society to

participate in their 'cie!v~~ql>~ntal process hence grassroots mobilization and integration into the

mainstream of governance. Where there exist programmes and policies that are aimed at improving

the lot of the society, the broadcast media become indispensable. The broadcast media have as their

jnain cpmponents radio and television, Television broadcast programmes using both audio and visual
: ;",:·,li:~;-/· ,tj"<".fJ,") ,;-):';r-~( _i~', '. ,

signals while radio is restricted to the dissemination of audio messages only designed to help man
'; If";") : j;','''' (~~.: ' ? " ",, 'I' r ,+, .,

,satisfx'.~is v~~o~s Jl~ds- ~~d ~iso to promote togetherness among people through its lofty and Jell
;, "~, .•, •. /' '·);~_;·'_'.lt " " ,':-.;.' . "

.packaged progranunes. '

.' '-. ,'··!t·~~ff"fl:-' :"~! .;._.;:~

iL' .>J,": . Amieriyi(citedin"Okigbo and Erlbo(2004, p.,105) says, "Broadcasting is a significant.aspect

-ofmass inediaOpetatlOR9cin' Africa. Radio and television reach a large proportion of the population

than the print media· (newspaper and magazine)". Therefore, due to the existence.of certain factors and

characteristics of radio and television it becomes a very important tool in the integration of the society
'--.i~.;.. .J " ", ,\ '

at all levels .
•....

'On the contrllry.Ugboajah (1979, p. 42) states that, "African development problems s~ould

'becredised toeommunieation breakdown and the fact that many, Africans are neither in touch with

tMideaders 1'101' witbthecities where decisions are made". This therefore underscores the importance

. 'of communication models that.are closer to the.people as well as help promote their experiences. This

again; therefere, tends to'porttay how valuable broadcasting is in creating a link between all the strata

of the society bothin bACfging the gap between the rural dwellers-and the government as well as

creating a-forum for 'cress-eultural pollination which is central to the smooth-running of the society

and in the pursuit of or advancement of the nation thereby reducing the gap between the rural and

urban areas.

There is no gainsaying the fact that the mass media are. very potent forces needed for the

achievement as well as sustenance of development in any society. As a result of this, Agba (2002, p.
International Journal of Communication
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264) notes that "the mass media in developing countries have been described as Trojal\;hoJBetrifotlthe

transmission of western values and for the perpetuation of media and cultural imperialism". Our

screens have been surrendered, more or less to foreign programmes that have little or no redeeming

; values, as far as our culture is concerned (Uyo, 1999,p: 215). " ,;

Broadcasting has continued to serve as a tool for national development as. it helps.ia.ereenng

awareness of the various cultural entities in Nigeria. One of the areas which broadcasting ,has been

successfully used as a national integration tool is in the area of cultural diffusion. To promote cu~ure
,'" . :., ,'}';nrll

implies telling the Nigerian people about the richness of the various cultures that exists rn our"society

and environment in ,terms of cultural heritage. This the broadcast media do in consonance with the

enabling policy framework strategically put in place as an instrument for the promotkm,Q{th~ll~tiQn's

values as stipulated inthe 1989 cultural policy. Extract.of thepolicy directionis thus~; .; :';,.

• ..' '. f • ~"- .'_ _ ; ",_ _', ;')J ~f) Lii';~
• Analysis and understanding of the Nigerian cultural life, 'cultural values and cultural needs

and expectation of the people.

•
Affirmation of the authentic cultural life, cultural heritage. " .'

:' ". 'ft\:i(H!)I :t~J
Building up of a national cultural identity and parallel affirmation of cultural identities of

different ethnic groups.

• Development of cultural infrastructure and-introduction of new technologies inculeeral

•

activities.

• Establishment of links between cultural and education as well as between education-cand

different cultural industries particularly mass media.

Objective of the Study

The need to ensure national integration and guarantee cordial coexistence among NigerilUls is

one issue that has always echoed in national stages and broadcasting remains a strong propelleriofthis

integration. The study therefore is set to make an assessment of how broadcasting can be used to .

integrate Nigeria's diverse nationalities into working for a common goal while ensuring that the gap

which exists among the major and minority tribes is bridged through effective, well planned and

articulated national broadcasting policy.
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Methodology
• I i

The study employs the observational method of research to make informed decisions
.'';~i . . , . 1-

regarding the study as well as the consultation of secondary data. Asika (1991. p. 26) contends that

secondary data emanate from the processing of data from primary sources. In other words. studies on

the-broadcast media incNigeria and the roles assigned to them are examined to make informed

assessments and decisions:' ",-'

Theoretical Framework ,
•• _; , • ;.f .,. r : t '~,. j'; I,:

This study 'will bc:Hhcorrlpt'ete without the establishment of its theoretical basis. Hence

McQuaii (2005, p. 4) states that a theory is a "set of ideas of varying status and origin which may

explain or interpretsomephenornenon"; Ojobor (2002, p. 5) states that a theory is an explanation. a

kind of deconstruction of a puzzle or an unscrambling of a confusing concept.
, f • ! ; .~c " :'. _ ;, " " , '. . :. :

This study is therefore hinged on the development media theory.

Development Media Theory
" ,;. "'-"j !

Development media theory, according to Okunna (1999. p. 136). "emerged in the 1980s to fill

the, void which-beearne increasingly noticeable as the gap between the developed and developing

countries widened. As the gap widened. it became apparent that none of the classical theories of the

.press was strictly applicable to developing countries. even though the mass media in these countries

were operating according to some of the principles of the classical theories"

The Development Media Theory was propounded in 1987 by Dennis McQuail as an addition

to the .:four normative' theories of the press. This is largely due to the need to evolve a model that

would be more applicable to developing countries. The focal points of theory are:

1. That the media must accept and carry out positive development tasks in line with national

established policy.

2. Freedom of the media should be open to economic priorities and development needs of the

society.

3. The media should give priority in news and information to link with other developing

countries, which are close geographically, culturally or politically.
International .1011mal o] ('OII/1I/I/I/;C{/(;OI/
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4. Journalists and other media workers have responsibilities as well as freedom in ° their

information gathering and dissemination tasks.

5. In the interest of development ends, the state has a right to intervene in, or restrict, rI1edill'

operation and devices of censorship, subsidy and direct control can be justified.

Okunna (1999, p. l39) points out categorically that "the concept of development journalism

and development communication are offshoots of the development media theory which emphasises

positive influence on the development process". Development journalism (devjourn) is the kind of

journalism which pays sustained attention to the coverage of ideas, policies, programmes, activities

and events dealing with the improvement of the life of a people while development communication

(devcom) is the art and science of human communication applied to the speedy transformation .of a

country and the mass of its people.

The relevance of this theory to this study lies in the fact that this study sets out to
. .. .

identify the place of broadcasting in national integration and in the promotion, sustenance and

preservation (integration) of cultures. The broadcast media is an intrinsic part of the mass media and °

help in shaping public opinion through its agenda setting role as well as its three basic functions. of

informing, educating and "entertainment. This therefore places the media in a very important position

in terms of ensuring proper development of society both economically, politically and socially. The
0' '.

implication of this is that the broadcast media must incorporate the rural audience into the mainstieam

of its programmes and where such is non-existent for genuine development to occur hence this study

focuses on the integration of the Nigeria rural populace with broadcasting.

The role of broadcasting in national integration through culture promotion

Broadcasting and broadcast media are one of the nation's cultural institutibns'with

responsibilities for informing, educating and entertaining. Fairchild, cited in Amadu (1986), notes that

organized broadcasting has reference to the production and transmission of programmes by standard

stations for public consumption. The linkage between broadcasting and culture was first established

by Harold Lasswell when he noted that part of the responsibilities of the mass media i~'the
transmission of social heritage. From one generation to another by way of taking intellectual

contributions of one generation and passing them on the next.

Folari n ( 1999) also drew on Lasswell's position in his functional analysis of the role of
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the broadcast media. The involvement of broadcasting in the promotion of arts and culture came to the

fore with the 1977 Nigeria Television Authority Policy document. The cultural objectives of

broadcasting were spelt out as follows:

• Seek, identify, preserve and promote the nations diverse cultures
i .

Select critically the positive aspects of foreign cultures for the purpose of enriching the

nation's culture.

•

• Develop and promote the application of indigenous aesthetic values.

Promote the development of a high level of intellectual and artistic creativity and•
• Foster generally acceptable moral and spiritual values.

;' ,r. . ,r

The Broadcast Media, Rural Audience and National Integration

Broadcast journalism has to do with the transmission of information through radio

waves from a radio or television, to the audience in far and near places, through their receivers which
r r

help ,in decoding su~h information (Onabanjo 2000, p. 1-2). Dunu (2002, p. 133) states that,

"~~casting by its nature, is the singular most powerful universal means of instant public

communication through the conveying of information, entertainment, education and persuasion in

form of programmes, Amongst its unique attributes is the ability to instantly reach a wider, more
:1:"( .'(

varied group of consu~rs" than any other medium. Its unique usefulness lies in its capacity to

surmount geographic and economic b~ers to extend to the rich and the poor, old and young, rural

and urban dwellers, the educated and the illiterate, the professionals, the majority and the minority".

With this very nature of the broadcast media it could therefore be a useful tool in promoting the ideals

of the rural audience-through "the rural broadcast medium that serves not only· the interest of

promoting the culture of rural dwellers but bringing about rural development for the 70%-90% of the
" : s : ~ : ,

population that are rural. dwellers. Dixon (1990, p. 57) in defining rural development states that it
. - , f ~ . . .

"involves extending the benefits of development to the poorest among those seeking a livelihood in
Y .!I '

rural areas". Rural development holds the keys to national development and the following are the

reasons:

1. The enormous size Of the rural population as compared tothe small percentage living in cities.

2. The very large share of the country's natural resources located in the rural areas; and
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3. The disproportiopa~,~ol.e which the rural pop~l.at~on plays in the economic, social.'~i

political life of the nation.
f'-1

According to the likes of Terner, Pye, Schramm and others, the role of the mass media

in national. development is to teach 'people new norms, attitUdes' and behaviours in places of old ones,

so that they can be more productive, In the service of national development, the mass 'ritediif ~ ,
agents 'of socialchange. The' specific' kind' of social. change they are expected to accomplish is ithe'

transition to new customs and practices and, in some.cases-jodifferent social. relationshiPs:'BeWmdt"

such changes in behaviour must necessarily lye substantialchanges in attitudes.rbeliefs.: ski"~ arid;
social. norms.

Perhaps the 'most general. way to describe what ... increased flow ofinformation does in a

nation is to say that it provides a climate for national development. It makestheexpert'l.arOwt~

available where it is needed and provides a forum for discussion, 'leadership 'and decision tnaking' '
(Schramm, 1976). This therefore 'points to the fact that the broadcast media if tailored to ptbni()te' tM",

interest of the rural dwellers can be a tool for not only national. development but also for crilt\tial

integration as developmentcannot be successfully achieved 'without a clear underStanding;;;a:ndJJ~

utilisati~ns of the various cultures of the rural audience only ttteti"can the broadcast media re'rOrat'F
interest.' Ekwelie (1999, p.6) states that "we have proof-that development and communicationtanfMF

complementary. We know that communication mayfail'to generate development. Biltaftefinalang'-att

the allowances for accident in nature and society, we are' still left with a paradigm' tHat;U~

communication with development".
:~.. - \

Ugboajah (1979, p. 42) therefore states that,,"Af,rica~ development problems~lW;w.~1~t4

credited to communication breakdown and the fact that many Africans are neither in tou'f4;W~~ thc;~.

leaders nor with the cities where decisions are made". For you to effectivelymobilisethe peqPWI frm,) ,
as the message designer must first of all understand the environment in which you want lQ ~JAS;C(.,

'.' - , - " . .~.. , '. , ,'. -'~,-

r for a cause action. Therefore the cultural, religious, traditional. and political climate and diversj~;of. . ". . . . ".,.' . ;.~'. ;
such an environment must be clearly understood by the message .designer (Akinfeleye, 1~~~,p~\~9,l,,,.

• , '., .. -1.-_"_."\"; .,'

Cultural Integration and.Broadcasting

The main barriers of rural development 'and national integration in Nigeria inch~e '
illiteracy and ignorance among the rural peasants and workers. The main task of rural. development is
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to removethese"soCi6-psythological and cultural barriers. This can only be done by a massive

fundamental integral education of the illiterate and ignorant rural adults.

Due \0 the ,ability of the broadcast media to not only reach a larger portion of its .

audience .:but to also speak -,w.,tb,em even in their language, it becomes a veritable tool for cohesion in

society as well as the preservation of the various cultures of the people -. Throughout Africa,

~~stin~is seen as a means of national integration. In fact, the quest for national integration is.

oftea gi'fenas #leprimaryreason for the establishment of electronic media in. many countries (Head.,

1985).

Where there is a proper usage of the broadcast media for communication, it could lead

to the knitting .of the fabric, of society closer thereby reducing so much conflict and crisis in the

sOC~~y,;.;rhis is ·bet~f:achje.,v~ t~o~h the usage of the broadcast media for cultural integration in

ac1!ieYing understandingand tolerance as well as cultural preservation and in protecting not only the ..

Nigerian.pride but its sovereignty.Drake (1989, p. 10) states that national integration is elemental to

na~i,<;>naLdevelop~nt. And t!tal a system (social) lacking measures of integrating will undoubtedly

spend, more p(, the human and material resources needed to raise living standards coping with

centriWgal forces'~POJl~il>le,forregionaldissatisfaction and rebellion, Spicer (1968, p. 1-16) in

buttressing thispoi,D.t, furtberstates that national integration is rooted or subsumed in the continual

interactions, of the. people, ~~ is,very vital to their continued interactions. Deutsch (1969, p. 168)

explains further that "when diverse individuals and groups are brought in. contact with one another

and inspired to maintain continued exchange, they develop through the process of osmosis a feeling of

beltingirigto the hation,itlterlock 'their communication habits, share meaning, learn to predict each
. .

otner's 'behaViour andc()-()tdinatiri~ each other's actions".' This, Abernethy (1969, p. 203) says will
f .. _ .

reSUlt in'1keir' being' wiDing) toco-operate .in all organized' fashion for' common purpose and act in

acceptable rtianhet to'tht anainmenlofsuch purposes. The broadcast media Whether rural oriented or

not is bound by its sodai responsibility to inform, educate and entertain society in' such a fashion to

bring about meaningful growth and development. ..•

Onabajo (1999, p. 4) states that, "situation has arisen in th~devetoping world, in which radio

is playing, an acute r.o~ in. spee,qill,g~~e process 01 change and making it understandable and

;;
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acceptable because it has embarked upon extensive education improvement and national integration

and development".

It isno gainsaying that the broadcast media is very vital to the success or development

process of particularly developing nations; therefore it becomes necessary for the rural broadcast

media to be harnessed properly in achieving this purpose asa means of improving the lot;.()f.therund

dwellers who form the bulk of society.

Broadcasting should play an advocacy role. This role mandates specific activiti~~,

including the regular surveillance of development in citizen's welfare, continuing identification of key
" ~', ~J::

issues of concern to rural residents (agenda setting), establishing dialogue between power holders,

power aspirants, and the citizenry, providing the forum for rural parties, individuals and interest

groups to have input in policy making, holding and motivating citizens to participate in decision-

making across all levels, and maintaining the independence .and integrity of citizens (Amienyi'; 2064,

p. 110).

Onabajo (1999, p. 2) in suggesting a way forward in the chaotic situation the media in

Nigeria finds itself, states that, "effective programming should take into account, the traditional
- ., 'j ,,,~

techniques of communication, in the developing world and apply them to modem radio". Akinfeleye

(198, p. 89) therefore states further that, "for you to effectively mobilize the people, you as the

message designer must first of all understand the environment in which you want to mobilf.a·· f\)t 'a

cause of action. Therefore, the cultural, religious, traditional and political climate and di~ of

such an environment must be clearly understood by the message designer". In doing this the broadcast

media would bein a better position to champion the course of the Nigerian audience.

We have proof that development and-communication can be complementary. W6tmoW

that communication may fail to generate development. But after making all the allowantes'1or

accident in nature and society, we are left with a paradigm that links communicatiotFwith

development (Ekwelie, 1999, p. 6).

Agba (2002. p. 247) states that. "communication is also an ideological or cultural

creation. Meanings are understood within the context of a people's taste, value. nOTll,1sand.ph'~o$:C?Phy
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g~raDy". Biagi (2005;,p~28)therefore views culture and the media; in that, "the mass media are

cultural institutions that both reflect and affect the society in which they operate"

According toCJarey (1988, p. 34),he puts forward 'a School of thought about

;~~iqationand,society'in"whichcloliture is allotted amorecentral ro~. 'Social life is more than

:,p()W.,a*Ul1ldai.,.;it abqlindudes the sharing ()faesrheticexperierlce~~gioUsideas, personal values

and sentiments, and intellectual notions-ritual order'. From thedefiniti6Jts'of Agb8,Biagi and Carey it

could be s~ted that communication therefore forms the bedrock for .both the cultural practices and

.,elie{s are formed whlch' invariably becomes the bedrock of society. And since the mass media are

tools fm: ~s~·dissemi~~tion. of '~e'ssages, it therefore takes th~ semblance of the cultural herita~e
• ~ 1 • ; • , ;..', .' ,. . ~ .-

within its sphere of ~e thereby giving room for the bro~dcast media to be cultural in nature.

MacBFideet~,al:(Ii981~'p. 3()..31}states;"the role of communication may be regarded as

,that: of a ,maj0f carrier of<cult~ 'The mediaofcommuliication are cultural instruments, which serve

to promote or influence attitudes, to motivate, to foster the spread of behavioural patterns, and to bring

abo~t social integration. For ~11ions of people, they are the principal means of access i culture and

to. cltlforms of creative expression. In the modern world, the mass media supply the cultural fare, and '

snape the cultural experience of millions of people".
"

"~ (l999ipl 96) buttresses this point further by stating that; "the communication

Jn9us~ tis pan ,of ,the Clllmllejndustry. and mass communication is a very strong vehicle for cultural

The Nigeria Television Authority (NTA) amongst others is a station known to have

very rich cultural content' and; with stations scattered all over Nigeria as well as established policy of

•••• g.tbe~))qiaeM papulace through its programmes. ~-Odiai (2004, p. 10) states that,

:~e. ~~t IJM:!CiiaJ are. __ .of. thO, nation ~scultural. institutieDs with fespaDSibilities for informing,

q4ucatiq,a.nd!~g:~.

Nigeria is a nation blessed with a diversity of cultures and religious practices. From the
NOrthern' region to' the Soutnern·region' there e~ists several different' cultural beliefs, practices and
norms, Hence, there are so many festivals, ceremonies, mode of worship, marriage rites, burial rites as
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well as sacrifices done at various time, various modes and for various purposes. ~ube
aforementioned, there are also different cultural artefacts, difference in structural edifices as well as
difference In dress patterns. In terms of social interactions there are specifications as tQ/~,Wit6r
salutation patterns as well as language, positions and responsibilities are shared within the family as
well as within the community and this differs from onesbciety to the other. For imtance: in .ybr\joa
land a male is expected to lay face down when 'greeting an elderly person while the ie~~ goes on
her knees. Amongst the Urhobo speaking tribe of Delta State both males and females areexpeeted to
go on their knees when greeting an older person. .. oJ

~,i_\/ -;~ i_ i? i '.~1 t ::

The cultures!of th~ people of Nigeria are their treasured part. To ensure that no culture
dominates the other or cannibalise the other; broadcasting becomes a vital tool to unite alid 'futegtate
the people towards having a common focus and natioeakorieatation. The broadcast media bave·aad
will continue to remain a major source of national integration in the country.

,.,~ ~:: .. [-,

Recommendations . 'r,~.I

In view of the volatile nature of the Nigerian state arising from her multi~t@iG. st~mlS!
.' " _. ' ' • - ,'" '.i ' .• -.,!(:

national integration becomes a sine-qua-non, To guarantee national integration through ~r~as~~
, •..•. '_ t ",_

in Nigeria, the following recommendations are therefore put forward. . . "

1. There should be a holistic review of the codes of broadcasting in other to ensure that the

objectives of broadcasting in terms of National integration are achieved.
" _,' ' " , .,- _ : '. ' ',' "_L,,-!' ',>

2. Broadcasting stations in major ethnic areas such as the south-east, North and south-west, must

as a matter of fact; ensure that the broadcasting needs of theminor ethnic groups ipjheir area

are well articulated and catered for.

3. Broadcasting stations in Nigeria must ensure that every ethnic group in their area Of·'Operation

is given equal programme airtime to reach out to their people.

~ .• 1

must intensify efforts at showcasing her esteemed and respected culture to the entire~orld

4. Nigeria's cultural values remain paramount to the people. Therefore broadcasting stations

through broadcasting.

It is my sincere conviction that if the above recommended are implemented, ,by t~;

stakeholders they will go a long way to eliminating the constant mistrust among the vari611,sethnic'.
groups in Nigeria and they would be made to feel more as part of the Nigerian project and not just a

means of realizing the projectby the major ethnic nationalities.
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